2019-05-03 Voyager to FOLIO Meeting notes

Date
03 May 2019

Attendees
- Jenn Colt
- Frances Webb
- Michael W. Bolton
- Anne L. Highsmith
- Sharon Beltaine
- Philip Robinson
- Patty Wanninger
- Thomas C. Wilson
- Todd Wallwork
- Mary S Alexander

Call info
Topic: Voyager to FOLIO data migration collaboration
Time: May 3, 2019 3:00 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada)
Join Zoom Meeting
https://cornell.zoom.us/j/549885753

Discussion items
Possible agenda topics for today:
- Return to loader discussion
  - How to incorporate current progress and keep moving forward
    - Current code in GH:
      - https://github.com/SIBiUSP/aleph2folio_examples
      - Inventory focused
      - perl/catmandu
      - https://github.com/jemiller0/Folio
      - Inventory, users, locations, permissions
      - dotnet app
      - https://github.com/armston/data-migration
      - inventory
      - python
      - https://github.com/FOLIO-FSE/MARC21-To-FOLIO
      - marc to folio
      - python
- It looks like orders and circ are areas with no code right now?
- Is our goal to build a tool for us for now or a tool to be adopted by the community? Or some other goal?
- Will configurable mapping be part of this tool or will it just take prepared JSON?
- Will configurable IDs be part of the tool (we want to bring our existing bibids with us)
- How to confirm and share mappings. We discussed going over the holdings mapping first, not sure anyone has had time to do so with the gap analysis going on. Should we still go ahead and start there?
- Data migration issues in JIRA
  - Did anyone add "missing features" in the gap analysis? Is everything represented?
  - We have three issues where we aren’t unanimous. Do we want to look at these?
    - https://issues.folio.org/browse/UXPROD-545
    - https://issues.folio.org/browse/UXPROD-1508
    - https://issues.folio.org/browse/UXPROD-1509
- We have a Voyager group wiki space now, and a slack channel - #voyager2folio
- Do we want to schedule a formal session for face to face or just a breakout/meet up?
- Circulating hosting duties

Action items